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AUGERS
Auger Torque offers auger bits 
with many tooth configurations & 
custom options like hard faced flights 
enabling you to drill most grounds.

Unique to Auger Torque, the Non 
Dislodgement Shaft is a single piece 
drive shaft assembled top down and 
locked into the earth drill housing. 
This design guarantees that the shaft 
will never fall out, making for a much 
safer working environment.

4500MAX     8000MAX     25,000MAX     42,000MAX     65,000MAX
MAX TORQUE 

SHAFT DIMENSION

AUGER RANGE

MAX DIAMETER

FLOW RATE (lpm)

PRESSURE RANGE 

   4,499Nm      8,152Nm        24,755Nm      42,387Nm       66,589Nm

TELESCOPIC EXTENSIONS
ADAPTABILITY

CONSTANT SPIRAL CUT
IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY

PILOT EXTENSIONS
ACCURACY

SHALLOW PITCH FLIGHTS
EFFICIENCY

PILOTS
TOUGHNESS

USING HIGH QUALITY
ATTACHMENTS TO IMPROVE
YOUR EFFICIENCY

EARTH DRILLS
Auger Torque’s Earth Drills are built to the most exacting standards using only high-
quality materials and the latest manufacturing techniques available.

An industry leading manufacturer’s warranty program gives you the peace of mind you 
need to allow  you to quote on your next job with confidence.

Being hydraulically driven, Auger Torque’s Earth Drill can be fitted to many parent 
machines such as excavators up to 50t, back hoes, skid steers, tele handlers, truck cranes, 
tractors & more.

From the smallest fencing and landscaping job through to major foundation and piling 
works, you can be sure that your Auger Torque Earth Drill will deliver, time and time again.

INTERCHANGEABLE WEAR PARTS
FLEXIBILITY

   50-95            70-150             80-170            80-225            100-280

        S4                   S5                    S6                     PA                     PA
  65mm Rnd   75mm Sq        75mm Sq       75mm Sq      110mm Hex

  900mm        1200mm         1500mm         1800mm          2400mm

   80-240           80-240           160-240           180-310           160-320

ROCK TEETH



USING HIGH QUALITY
ATTACHMENTS TO IMPROVE
YOUR EFFICIENCY

COLD PLANER
Convert your excavator, skidsteer loader or backhoe loader 
into an efficient surface milling machine by attaching one 
of the impressive Auger Torque Cold Planers. Hydraulically 
driven, this high performance attachment makes light 
work of asphalt road repairs and demarking, and offers 
comparable speeds to self-propelling planers.

SWEEPER BROOM
Suitable for Mini Loaders, Skid Steer Loaders, Backhoes, and 
Telehandlers, the Auger Torque sweeper brooms can be used 
for numerous applications. Using high grade steel and precision 
engineering, features include dust suppression system, easily 
adjustable, simple brush replacement, high quality hydraulic 
motors, optional gutter brush and low maintenance design.  A 
great tool to be used alongside the coldplaner

DRUM CUTTER
The Kinshofer range of KDC drum cutters are suitable for 0.8t to 
2t excavators. The robust spur gearing is driven by high torque 
motors and are equipped with a gear reduction to increase 
the cutting force. The optimal selection of drum and chisel 
guarantees high performance for loosening of material and 
reducing wear, providing optimum penetration into the rock at 
low vibration and noise levels. Thanks to the heavy-duty sealing 
system these drum cutters can operate underwater up to 25m

HAMMER
Tackle your next job head on with the Kinshofer Hydraulic 
Hammer KSB range. Suitable for 0.5-12t excavators, skid 
steers and backhoes, these hammers make easy work of 
demolishing concrete and rock, breaking asphalt and pathways, 
and undertaking light quarry tasks. Designed with only 2 moving 
parts, the reliable, efficient KSB range gives you maximum 
reliability for all your breaker needs.

CRUSHER
2-cylinder concrete crushers have been especially developed for 
demolishing the thickest reinforced concrete, such as viaducts, 
quaysides, and heavy foundations. The DCC concrete crusher 
works perfectly in combination with the latest model excavators 
as well as specialized ‘High Reach Demolition Machines’.



ATTACHMENTS INCREASE 
YOUR PROFITABILITY
A SMALL ADDITION FOR A BIG GAIN

THE AUGER TORQUE DIFFERENCE
Auger Torque are a premium manufacturer of world class attachments, providing our 
customers around the globe with high quality products and the highest standard of 
customer service and support. 

Local knowledge combined with a familiar face and ability to understand your 
attachment needs, provides the best opportunity to supply you with world class 
products. 

Auger Torque work closely with all our distribution channels to ensure you get the 
support needed to get the job done on time, every time.

ABOUT AUGER TORQUE
Established in Europe in 1998, Auger Torque has created a new standard in the 
earthmoving attachment market by putting you, the customer, at the centre of 
everything we do.

Now with four manufacturing bases worldwide, we are satisfying the demand for high-
quality products in over seventy countries on all seven continents.

Auger Torque is a manufacturing company with global distribution and dealer networks.

AUGER TORQUE MIDDLE EAST
sales@augertorque.com  |  augertorque.com

MARKET LEADING WARRANTY PROGRAM
Planetary Gearbox Components - 72 Months

Hydraulic Motors - 36 Months

AUGER TORQUE – SAVING YOU MONEY AT EVERY LEVEL

Connect with us via

+971 52 9849 687


